I. INTRODUCTION
This paper describes the motivation behind and implementation of a CA Gateway [1] in the BaBar Online Detector Controls System.
II. MOTIVATION
With the IOCs on the BaBar public network, there were no limits on the number of clients (aside from the limit of 384 ssh sessions) that could connect and request values. These clients could run on any of the 63 workstations on the BaBar public network. Remote access to the BaBar public network was possible via ssh.
As a result, the number of open file descriptors on an IOC could exceed the 150 limit (already increased significantly from the default 50) and the CPU usage of an IOC could go as high as 100
III. IMPLEMENTATION
The IOCs were moved to a private network and the four servers running EPICS client software that were essential for data-taking were given a secondary network interface so that they could access the private network. CA gateway software was installed on one of these servers, "bbr-srv01". Statistics of the gateway are displayed instantaneously in Figure 1 and over time in Figure 2 .
The gateway acts as a client to the IOCs, requesting channels and receiving replies at the rate of approximately 285 channels per sec (Figure 1 ). The gateway also acts as a server, providing a cached superset of all the IOCs' values to public EPICS clients. In Figure 1 , we see that the number of channels active in the current cache is 15692 and the number of channels that will be held in the cache for up to two more hours is 17854.
The server is receiving requests and responding to them at the rate of 1343.56 channels per second. The software was built without the flags to monitor the number of file descriptors in use, so this explains "FDs: 0". Plotted against time (Figure 2) , we see that the number of alive and active channels is near constant and that there are small fluctuations in the event and post rates. The dual network interface card (NIC) servers required a special EPICS configuration to avoid seeing ambiguous replies to their request for data (since they could access both the IOCs directly and the CA gateway for values).
The BaBar private network is not routed, so IOCs are hidden from the public internet address space.
IOCs use security access files to define access security groups and rules to specify which users can carry out which actions. For example, the access security group "dchexpert" may contain a list of users who are allowed to turn on the high voltage for the drift chamber. A security access file for the gateway was constructed from the sum of the individual IOC access security files. The userid running the gateway processes had to be added to the individual IOC's security rules since requests to do secure transactions at the IOC level were being made by the gateway process and not the expert user, if initiated from the public network.
IV. RESULTS
The number of file descriptors decreased by 25% and the CPU usage decreased by 20-40%, on average for the 17 IOCs. There were fewer IOC hangs/disconnects which helped to improve BaBar's data-taking efficiency.
Internal IOC security is maintained by propagating the IOC security access definitions to the gateway security definitions. External IOC security is improved since IOCs are no longer publicly visible. 
